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ABSTRACT: Phase-change materials are highly promising for
next-generation nonvolatile data storage technology. The
pronounced eﬀects of C doping on structural and electrical
phase-change behaviors of Ge2Sb2Te5 material are investigated
at the atomic level by combining experiments and ab initio
molecular dynamics. C dopants are found to fundamentally
aﬀect the amorphous structure of Ge2Sb2Te5 by altering the
local environments of Ge−Te tetrahedral units with stable C−
C chains. The incorporated C increases the amorphous
stability due to the enhanced covalent nature of the material
with larger tetrahedral Ge sites. The four-membered rings with
alternating atoms are reduced greatly with carbon addition,
leading to sluggish phase transition and conﬁned crystal grains. The lower RESET power is presented in the PCM cells with
carbon-doped material, beneﬁting from its high resistivity and low thermal conductivity.
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■

INTRODUCTION
Phase-change technology is based on the rapid and reversible
phase switching of chaclcogenide alloys between high-resistive
amorphous and low-resistive crystalline states. Phase-change
optical storage has been highly commercialized for rewritable
optical disks such as DVDs, and phase-change memory (PCM)
is regarded as one of the leading contenders for the nextgeneration nonvolatile semiconductor memory due to its fast
programming capability, high scalability, and low power
requirement.1 In the PCM cells, crystallization of the material
arises when the amorphous region is heated above its
crystallization temperature Tc by electrical pulses of low
magnitude and long period (SET operation), while amorphization (i.e., RESET operation) is achieved by melting and
quenching the active region with electrical pulses of higher
magnitude and shorter duration.
Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) is a representative recording chalcogenide
material in PCM cells that enables fast and stable phase
transitions with high resistance resolution. In spite of the
advantages over other material families, various researches have
been devoted to tailoring the material properties of GST to
improve the overall device performance. Among them,
modiﬁed GST materials by doping Si,2,3 N,3−5 O,6 and Ag7
elements have usually been proposed to address the technical
issues such as reducing the RESET current and suppressing the
© 2014 American Chemical Society

thermal inference in scaled device arrays. Recently, the
reversible electrical switching of carbon-doped GST (GSTC)
material has been reported,8 in which the GSTC material with
18 at. % C content (GSTC18%) is emphasized due to the
trade-oﬀ between the switching speed and thermal stability of
PCM cells. The 10-year data retention temperature of
GSTC18% is estimated to be 112 °C, which is drastically
larger than that of GST (∼89 °C). The carbon-doped phasechange material is also proposed as a good candidate material
for the conformal deposition process, which is a key
enablement to scale the conﬁned device structure in highdensity storage cells,8,9 since C dopant can be incorporated
from precursors and coreactants during deposition.10 Because it
is necessary to uniformly ﬁll phase-change material in a
conﬁned cell with a high aspect ratio contact hole beyond 20
nm node using the ﬁlm deposition process that oﬀers good
conformality, such as atomic-layer-deposition or metallorganic
chemical vapor deposition.
It has been found that moderate C dopant in phase-change
material is favored to increase the thermal stability, reduce the
RESET current, and improve the device reliability.9 Carbon
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function is employed for the exchange-correlation energies between
electrons. The energy cutoﬀ for GSTC is chosen to be 520 eV, and
320 eV for GST. The k points of 2 × 2 × 2 is set for geometry
optimization of models, while the Γ point is chosen for MD
simulations, and a 3 fs time step is used.
To obtain amorphous properties of GSTC, melt-quench MD
simulations are carried on 64 atoms supercells. The composition of
GSTC is 14 C, 10 Ge, 10 Sb, and 25 Te atoms and 5 vacancies. The
GST model for comparison contains 13 Ge, 13 Sb, 6 vacancies, and 32
Te atoms. These models are ﬁrst melted at high-temperature 3000 K
for 9 ps to make sure that they have lost the starting crystal character
and then melted at 1200 K for 18 ps. Finally, the models are cooled to
300 K for 18 ps to reach amorphous state.

dopant is also reported to signiﬁcantly aﬀect the atomic and
electric structure of amorphous GST by using ab initio
molecular dynamic (MD) simulations,11,12 and the retarded
crystallization process of the amorphous GSTC material is
reported due to the decreased ABAB-type squared rings (with
A as Ge or Sb and B as Te).11 Even though, the mechanism of
carbon action during the phase transition of the material is not
very clear. It is essential to further provide detailed evidence
about the role of carbon element in the atomic structure with
reduced ABAB rings experimentally and theoretically. In this
work, the intrinsic link between the improved phase-change
properties and the bonding nature after C doping is elucidated
by combining thin ﬁlm analysis, device switching performance,
ﬁnite-element modeling, and theoretical simulations. It is
observed experimentally that the segregated amorphous carbon
clusters during crystallization cause suppressed crystal grains
and reduced thermal conductivity with embedded phase
morphology. The incorporated C atoms contribute to the
retarded phase transition process and enhanced thermal
stability of the material by disordering the Ge−Te tetrahedral
units, which is supported by the ab initio calculations. A slower
switching speed with carbon addition is also conﬁrmed by the
practical device characterizations.

■

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Parts a and b of Figure 1 show the in situ measured XRD
results of GST and GSTC18% ﬁlm, respectively, with emphasis

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

GST and GSTC ﬁlms of 200 nm thickness are deposited on SiO2/
Si(100) substrate at room temperature by radio frequency magnetron
cosputtering from stoichiometric GST and elemental C targets. The
deposition proceeds with Ar at a ﬂow rate of 50 SCCM (SCCM
denotes cubic centimeter per minute at standard temperature and
pressure) with the background pressure of 1 × 10−5 Pa. The C
concentration in the ﬁlm is determined by energy dispersive
spectroscopy. The crystallization behavior is in situ studied using Xray diﬀraction (XRD) in a PANalytical X’Pert PRO X-ray
diﬀractomiter with Cu Kα radiation source. The diﬀraction data is
collected over 2θ range of 20°−68° with an angular resolution of
0.025° as the ﬁlms are heated in vacuum from room temperature to
400 °C at a rate of 40 °C/min. Data for every programmed
temperature is obtained by stabilizing the temperature for 5 min. The
room temperature Raman scattering spectra is recorded in a back
scattering conﬁguration. The 785 nm Ar ion laser is used as an
excitation source. The incident laser power density is adjusted to low
levels (∼0.2 mW μm−2) in order to avoid undesired structural
deformation induced by absorption of high light intensity of laser, and
the spectral resolution is ∼1.2 cm−1. The microstructure analysis of the
ﬁlms is carried out using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and
high-resolution TEM (HRTEM). For bright ﬁeld (BF) TEM images
and selected area electron diﬀraction (SAED) patterns, the 40 nm
thick ﬁlm is directly deposited on the carbon-coated supporting grids.
To explore the electrical behavior of GSTC in memory cells, the PCM
cells are fabricated with the traditional T-shaped (mushroom-type)
structure using 0.13 μm complementary metal-oxide semiconductor
technology. The diameter of the bottom W heat electrode is ∼260 nm,
which is covered by the GSTC ﬁlm with ∼100 nm thickness. The TiN
(20 nm) and Al (300 nm) ﬁlms are deposited as top electrodes. The
PCM cells are patterned using etching process. The electrical
characteristics of the PCM cells are evaluated by an arbitrary waveform
generator (Tektronix AWG5002B) and a Keithley-2400 meter.

■

Figure 1. XRD peak intensity as a function of temperature at 40 °C/
min for (a) GST and (b) GSTC18% ﬁlms. The magniﬁed hexagonal
(106) peak is shown in the inset of the corresponding ﬁgures. (c) The
lattice constant of FCC phase of the ﬁlms as a function of temperature.

on the diﬀracted peaks in the 2θ range between 24° and 40°.
Both of the ﬁlms are amorphous as-deposited. In Figure 1a, the
GST ﬁlm crystallizes at around 160 °C, and the (200) peak of
face centered cubic (FCC) phase appears with lattice parameter
a of ∼6.05 Å. For the GSTC ﬁlm in Figure 1b, the
crystallization begins at around 180 °C, with the lattice
parameter a of FCC phase of ∼6.20 Å. At higher temperature,

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The theoretical investigations in this work are performed employing
the ab initio calculations based on the density functional theory. The
Vienna Ab Initio Simulations Package is used for the ﬁrst-principles
MD calculations. The projector augmented wave pseudopotentials are
used to describe electron−ion interactions. The generalized gradient
approximation based on the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)
14208
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around 250 °C for GST ﬁlm, and 290 °C for GSTC18% ﬁlm,
the diﬀracted peaks indexed to hexagonal (HEX) phase can be
observed, revealing a FCC-HEX phase transition upon heating.
It is obvious that the phase stability has been improved
signiﬁcantly for both the amorphous and FCC state of GSTC
ﬁlms. As the temperature increases up to 400 °C, the ﬁlms
retain the HEX structure with the (106) peak shifts toward the
lower angle side gradually, which is due to the thermal
expansion of the lattice. The quantitative variation of HEX
lattice, d-spacing of (106) planes, of GSTC18% ﬁlm (∼0.83%)
is smaller than that of GST material (∼0.97%) as calculated
from the corresponding peaks, which have been illustrated in
the magnifying ﬁgures. This may be caused by one enhanced
stressed rigid against thermal budgets for C doped material.9
On the other hand, the evolution of lattice parameter of FCC
phase with temperature is shown in Figure 1c, which indicates
the behavior of C atoms during the crystallization process of
the amorphous ﬁlms. The lattice parameter of FCC GSTC18%
ﬁlm is considerably larger than that of FCC GST ﬁlm, and the
lattice parameter of the C-doped material decreases drastically
as the temperature increases, in contrast to the relatively stable
lattice parameter (around 6.04 Å) of GST material, as shown in
the ﬁgure. This suggests that the incorporated C atoms are
partially driven to grain boundaries upon crystallization, which
may contribute to suppress the grains growth, while part of the
C dopants are trapped in the crystal grains as interstitial or
substitutional atoms, which leads to the increased lattice
parameter.
The Raman spectra of the as-deposited, 250 °C-annealed,
and 400 °C-annealed GST and GSTC ﬁlms are given in the
diﬀerent panels of Figure 2, respectively. GSTC9% represents

connected with the bending and antisymmetric stretching
vibrational modes (F2) of GeTe4 tetrahedral, respectively.13 It is
noted that the intensity of Raman bands at 123 cm−1 decreases
with richer C content as shown in the left panel, suggesting that
the addition of carbon leads to a higher degree of disorder in
the amorphous material by altering the local order around Ge−
Te tetrahedral atoms. For the 250 °C-annealed ﬁlms shown in
the middle, a new Raman band peak can be observed at ∼104
cm−1 instead of the peak at 123 cm−1 upon crystallization,
which is related to A1 mode of GeTe4 corner-sharing
tetrahedral,13 and the broad peaks at ∼147 cm−1 are preserved
in the ﬁlms. In GSTC18% ﬁlm, however, a weak peak at ∼114
cm−1 can be conﬁrmed as marked in the ﬁgure, reminiscent of
amorphous GSTC, revealing an enhanced thermal stability of
its amorphous phase against microstructure ordering. The
Raman band of Sb−Te vibrations in SbTe3 units at ∼148 cm−1
responds slightly to the crystallization from amorphous to FCC
of the ﬁlm since the local arrangement of atoms around Sb
keeps unchanged on crystallization.15 In other words, the
rearrangement of Ge−Te network conﬁguration is mainly
responsible for the rapid phase-change of the amorphous
phase,16 since GeTe4 tetrahedral is a crucial structural unit to be
transformed to the distorted GeTe6 octahedral in crystalline
GST material.13 Hence, the carbon atoms play a critical role in
the GSTC alloy by disordering the Ge−Te network to
postpone the crystallization procedure, which will be further
discussed later. As the ﬁlms are heated at 400 °C, as shown in
the right panel, a new peak at ∼172 cm−1 appears in the GST
ﬁlm accompanied by the disappearance of the peak at 148
cm−1, which suggests the phase transformation from FCC to
HEX. This indicates a signiﬁcant variation in the local bonding
distribution around Sb atoms in the GST ﬁlm, which cannot be
observed in the GSTC ﬁlms due to the suppression of HEX
phase by carbon atoms. A largely improved thermal stability of
the FCC phase is therefore promised by carbon adding as
reported before.10 In addition, the Raman band proﬁles of the
amorphous and FCC phase exhibit pronounced similarities
whatever the carbon doping, revealing the existence of similar
microstructural units.
The crystalline microstructures of the GST and GSTC18%
ﬁlms are analyzed in Figure 3 through TEM and HRTEM. The
ﬁlms are annealed at 250 and 400 °C, respectively, for 5 min.
Figure 3a and b show the TEM BF images along with the
associate selected area electron diﬀraction (SAED) patterns of
the GST and GSTC18% ﬁlms, respectively. The corresponding
HRTEM images are presented in Figure 3c and d, respectively.
It can be found from the images in Figure 3a and b that the
grain size has been diminished considerably by carbon atoms.
The SAED patterns in the insets are both assigned to FCC
GST phase. The weaker diﬀraction contrast and less diﬀraction
rings are conﬁrmed in the carbon-doped ﬁlm, indicating the
restrained crystallization process thus better thermal stability of
GSTC ﬁlm which is consistent with the results discussed in
Figures 1 and 2. In Figure 3c, the HRTEM image of GST ﬁlm
presents a polycrystalline structure with grains in tens of
nanometer of size meeting and obstructing each other, as
marked with dash lines in the ﬁgure. While for GSTC18% ﬁlm,
the HRTEM micrograph shown in Figure 3d clearly displays
the smaller crystal grains (<10 nm) and the surrounding
amorphous carbon cluster regions, as demonstrated with the
dash rings. Smaller grain size of FCC phase is desired to
improve the power, speed, and resistance drift performance of
the highly scaled PCM devices.17 The increased d-spacing (d220

Figure 2. Raman scattering spectra of the GST, GSTC9%, and
GSTC18% ﬁlms. The spectra for the as-deposited (left panel), 250 °Cannealed (middle), and 350 °C-annealed (right panel) ﬁlms are
presented in the ﬁgure.

the GSTC material with C content of ∼9 at. %. In the left panel
of the ﬁgure, all the as-deposited ﬁlms exhibit similar Raman
spectra as a broad band covering 100−180 cm−1 frequency
region with two overlapping bands peaking at ∼123 cm−1 and
∼148 cm−1. The origin of the dominant Raman band at ∼123
cm−1 is attributed to the symmetric stretching mode (A1) of
GeTe4−nGen (n = 1, 2) corner-sharing tetrahedra,13 while the
latter Raman band at ∼148 cm−1 is associated with Sb−Te
bonds’ vibrations in the Sb−Te3 units.14 The other Raman
peaks at about 51 and 215 cm−1 can be more probably
14209
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Figure 3. TEM BF images and the corresponding SAED patterns of the ﬁlms: (a) FCC GST ﬁlm; (b) FCC GSTC18% ﬁlm; HRTEM images of (c)
FCC GST and (d) FCC GSTC18% ﬁlm, and schematic illustrations of corresponding crystalline phases in the insets; (e) HEX GST ﬁlm; (f) HEX
GSTC18% ﬁlm.

= 2.16 Å) is obtained in FCC GSTC crystals with the larger
lattice parameter of ∼0.610 nm, which is good agreement with
the XRD analysis. The lattice distortions over a few atomic
distances can be identiﬁed in the dash rectangular area of

Figure 3d, which is probably attributed to the incorporated
carbon atoms trapped in the crystal grains as suggested in
Figure 1. What’s more, there is little evidence of crystallized
carbon in Figure 3d, which reinforces the assumption that
14210
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Figure 4. Amorphous structures of (a) GST and (b) GSTC at 300 K. (c) The PPCF of Sb−Te and Ge−Te. (d) The BAD around the atoms. The
vertical dash lines indicate the octahedral (90°) and tetrahedral (109.5°) angles, respectively.

scaling down architecture, since there are multichannel hightemperature (400 °C−410 °C) backend processes for PCM cell
fabrication.
Theoretical simulations are performed to reveal the intrinsic
origin of the local amorphous structures of the GST (a-GST)
and GSTC (a-GSTC) materials. The computed melt-quenched
amorphous structures of GST and GSTC are shown in Figure
4a and b, respectively. It is found that most carbon atoms exit in
the form of C−Ge, C−Te, and C−C bonds with C−C chains
as the most available structure, and the carbon atom in the sp2type triangular geometry is also identiﬁed with the presence of
double bonds. It is noted that the C−C double bonds are
observed in C−C chains as marked in the ﬁgure, which are
formed during the melt-quench process, and keep very stable in
the process of MD simulations in the liquid (1200 K). The
presence of stable C−C chains with strong chemical bonds are
supposed to be a factor that could account for larger network

carbon atoms may partially accumulate in the amorphous
matrix environing the reduced grain size. The contrast in
microstructure morphology of the two materials is schematically illustrated in the insets in corresponding ﬁgures. For the
ﬁlms heated at 400 °C for 2 min, signiﬁcant grain growth
occurs as shown in Figure 3e and f for the GST and GSTC18%
ﬁlm, respectively, and the HEX crystal structure is identiﬁed
from the SAED rings in the insets of the two ﬁgures. One of the
most interesting features of the images in Figure 3e is the
randomly distributed voids among the crystals as compared to
the uniform phase morphology in Figure 3f with embedded
bright and dark areas. The voids formation at high temperature
is supposed to originate partly from the thermal induced
transition to HEX structure and mainly from the evaporation of
GST material.18 The voids development cannot be observed in
the GSTC18% ﬁlm due to the enhanced thermal budget, which
is beneﬁcial for enhancing the cell reliability and enabling size
14211
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Table 1. Structural Properties of Amorphous GST and GSTCa
coordination numbers (avg. charge)
a-GST
a-GSTC
a

bond lengths (Å)

C

Ge

Sb

Te

Ge−Te

Sb−Te

4-fold rings

2.60 (−0.40)

4.26 (0.26)
4.16 (0.47)

3.57 (0.32)
3.52 (0.49)

2.87 (−0.23)
2.67 (−0.16)

2.76
2.68

2.92
2.91

8 (5)
5 (0)

The numbers in parentheses in the last column indicate the population of ABAB rings.

rigidity thus higher thermal stability of the amorphous GSTC
material,19 which probably accumulate at the grains boundaries
as cluster forms during the crystallization process, agreeing well
with the in situ XRD analysis. The coordination numbers for
Ge, Sb, Te, and C atoms that given in Table 1 are decreased in
a-GSTC. This might be a consequence of considerable C−Ge
and C−Te bonds, which would strengthen the covalent
character of a-GSTC. The 4-fold ring structures of amorphous
phases in Figure 4a and b are also considered in Table 1 with
emphasis on ABAB rings that serve as nucleation site. The
decrease of the 4-fold rings as well as the suppressed ABAB
rings are conﬁrmed in a-GSTC as reported before.8 The
reduced population of ABAB rings in a-GSTC is ascribed to the
C−Ge(Te) bonds in the structure that connect to the C−C
chains by interrupting the space continuity of ABAB rings,
which should account for the sluggish nucleation and growth
process of the material. On the other hand, the local structure
of the amorphous models is investigated via partial pair
correlation functions (PPCF) and bond angle distribution
(BAD). The Ge/Sb−Te PPCF and BAD around the atoms is
shown in Figure 4c and d, respectively. The Ge−Te bond
length is found 0.08 Å shorter in a-GSTC, as summarized in
Table 1. The peak position in the Ge-centered BAD
signiﬁcantly shifts to larger angle toward the tetrahedral angle
(109.5°) in a-GSTC, indicating larger portion of tetrahedral Ge
sites with C addition. The increased concentration of
tetrahedral Ge leads to the reduction in the average Ge−Te
bond length since the Ge−Te bond length in tetrahedral
geometry is smaller than that in octahedral geometry. The
increase in the concentration of tetrahedral Ge sites in a-GSTC
causes the slower crystallization, since C might have restrained
the transition of tetrahedral Ge sites into octahedral geometry.
In Figure 4c and d, the eﬀects of C incorporation in the Sb−Te
PPCF and Sb-centered BAD are negligible, conﬁrming that the
conﬁguration of octahedral geometry Sb atoms does not
depend much on the C content, which is agreed with the results
of the Raman spectra that C atoms mainly contribute to modify
the local environment around Ge atoms. What’s more, the
average electronic charges on the atoms are estimated using
Bader charge analysis as listed in Table 1,20 in which both of the
Te and C atomic charges are negative. It means that the C
atoms are inclined to occupy the anion site (Te-site) rather
than the cation site (Ge/Sb-site); that is, C dopants may
partially substitute Te atoms in a-GSTC. Hence, the carbon
dopants with C−C chains are found to signiﬁcantly alter the
amorphous structure by disordering the Ge−Te tetrahedral
network, which will largely determine the electrical switching
performances of the PCM cells.
The electrical program characteristics of PCM cells based on
GST and GSTC ﬁlms have been performed using pulsed
measurements as plotted in Figure 5. The resistance−voltage
curves of GST-, GSTC9%-, and GSTC18%-based PCM cells
are shown in the diﬀerent panels of Figure 5a with focus on the
switching performance. The programming pulse width varies
from 30 to 200 ns with the trailing edge of 10 ns. Note that the

Figure 5. (a) Resistance−voltage characteristics of PCM cell using
GST (left panel), GSTC9% (middle), and GSTC18% (right panel)
materials at diﬀerent voltage pulses. Simulated RESET temperature
distributions in PCM cells with diﬀerent grain sizes of (b) GST and
(c) GSTC18% layers. Inset in part a is the schematics of the T-type
cells. Each curve in part a is obtained from the statistical results of
more than 10 PCM cells.

RESET state resistances of the PCM cells with GSTC are
similar and increased by 1 order of magnitude compared to the
undoped one, suggesting the larger localized states in
amorphous GSTC materials, as revealed in the Raman spectra
in Figure 2. For GST in the left panel of Figure 5a, a more
conductive SET state is achieved with the resistance resolution
of more than 2 orders of magnitude. In the case of GSTC9% in
the middle of Figure 5a, a relatively slower crystallization
switching is presented with resistance ratio of more than 1
order of magnitude for the pulse larger than 50 ns. It is obvious
that a 30 ns pulse is suﬃcient to obtain such a resistance
contrast for GST-based cells. While in the case of GSTC18% in
the right panel, the resistance contrast decrease to several times
for all pulse widths with the cell resistance of crystalline state
being relatively high, and a pulse larger than 1000 ns is required
to reach a SET state that is comparable to the one with 200 ns
of the GSTC9%-based cell.10 That is, for a given programming
pulse width, the minimum achievable SET resistance tends to
increase with carbon content, meaning that the crystallization
14212
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Notes

kinetics has been hampered increasingly by the growing carbon
concentration. It is worth noting that the switching voltage is
reduced widely with carbon doping in terms of RESET
operation as marked in the ﬁgure. The RESET power
diminution has been mainly ascribed to the improvement of
thermal eﬃciency of the PCM cells, and the thermal
conductivity and electrical resistivity are crucial factors to
determine the thermal eﬃciency that governs power consumption of the PCM cells.21 The thermal conductivity of
crystalline GSTC18% ﬁlm with smaller grains is determined to
be around 0.2 W/mK by transient thermo-reﬂectance method,
which is lower than that of FCC GST (0.6 W/mK).21 The
decreased thermal conductivity of the phase-change layer is
correlated with the actual reduction of the active programmable
volume caused by the accumulation of nanoclusters in the
material,21,22 as indicated by the TEM analysis and theoretical
simulations. The calculated temperature contours of the GSTCand GSTC18%-based PCM cells simulated for RESET are
shown in Figure 5b and c, respectively, using a two-dimensional
ﬁnite-element analysis, in which the grain size, thermal and
electrical conductivity are smaller in GSTC layer than in GST
layer. Constant pulse is applied to the axis-symmetric
mushroom-type cells with tungsten plug. It is observed that
the peak temperature in GSTC layer is much higher than that
in GST layer, indicating that heat dissipation through the plug
has been suppressed by the phase-change layer with high
electrical resistivity and low thermal conductivity. Thus, lower
RESET power is promised for the PCM cells with GSTC
materials.
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■

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the inﬂuence of carbon addition in GST on phase
stability and phase switching speed is investigated experimentally and theoretically. The experimental measurements present
the enhanced structural stability of GSTC material both in
amorphous and FCC phase by increasing the stressed rigid
character of the material. During the crystallization process, the
carbon dopants can be partially involved in the crystal units
through disordering the Ge−Te network, and partially driven
into the grain boundaries as cluster forms that suppress the
grain size. The presence of carbon dopants with stable C−C
chains is conﬁrmed through ab initio calculations, which
modiﬁes the phase-change behavior of GSTC material greatly
through breaking oﬀ the ABAB squared rings, resulting in
retardant phase transition into crystalline state and conﬁning
the grain size. It is suggested that the substitutional carbon
atoms are disposed to anionic conﬁguration (Te atoms) in the
amorphous network of GSTC. The electrical switching
capability of the PCM cells is hindered by carbon adding in
terms of switching speed and resistance contrast. The GSTC
material with suppressed grains, high resistivity, and low
thermal conductivity enables lower RESET power compared to
GST, indicating a promising candidate material for low-power
PCM application.
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